Life's Midwest Winters

In winter, it snows. Especially in
Wisconsin. Snow is beautiful, sparkling,
white, clean and pure. At first. Then,
when it piles up, it's turned into gray
slush, causes the roads to be dangerous,
and everything to be cold, so cold, it
loses some of it's charm. And, as with
every snowfall, snow removal is
required. Otherwise, getting almost
anywhere outdoors would be extremely
difficult.

There is one basic way to clear snow: shoveling.
Where could I even get one of these, and
wouldn't I have to shovel the snow into the
basket before I could throw it anyplace.

I wish I could use one of these to clear the snow,
though everything would freeze and make a big ice
puddle, it would be so cool to be able to use a
flame thrower.

Wonder what the
neighbors would say
when they saw me
burying TNT under
snow, lighting the fuses,
and then running as fast
and as far as I could. I
would guess that they
wouldn't be to happy,
especially when the TNT
went off and threw snow
all over their newly
shoveled walks.
I suppose this should work, but I don't know.

Think I should use steam while I melt
the snow?

For most of us, getting things done is so hard. We work, we struggle, and we push through it. For others, the
more and heavier snow that we’ve shoveled has made it easier for us, since we are stronger. But we still all
face the same challenge.

A lot of things in life tend to be like that. When we are trying to overcome something in life, we are stung by
the bitter cold, and the biting wind. We can look at it and say, "It’s impossible. I could never get through this."
Some don’t even bother to try. And for those who do, sometimes the snow is heavier than ever before. We don’t
think we can finish. But somehow, working our way through, we make it. We do it by thinking of the goal,
whether it’s in sight or not, and remembering the warmth that awaits us inside.
Dude shoveling snow,
only seeing him and a
little of the surroundings.

Zoom out. Miles of
sidewalk and a huge
driveway all covered with
snow.

Several Hours Later

For us as Christians, we have to remember that the finish line is there, whether we see it or not, and that God’s
warm love also is always there for us. But while we’re out there, working at it, there are a few things we need
with us, to help defend against the cold. We need our winter caps, our helmets of salvation if you will, our
boots, shoes of peace, our heavy coats, which serve as a breastplates of righteousness, keeping us safe and
warm for the task at hand. Without these, we would get very cold, and could even freeze to death. We just
couldn’t do it on our own.
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